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A year of disruption fuels
innovation and transformation
Insights, predictions, and aspirational thoughts from
Rob Hanna, President, Precision Content
rob@precisioncontent.com

This year’s Technical Documentation Industry Survey explores
several areas of the industry with a focus on the impact that the
COVID-19 pandemic has played in our work lives. The responses
provide us with some surprising — and mostly positive — results.
The numbers help us to predict a healthy outcome for the profession
as we emerge from the current crisis.
There are positive signs that our industry

Areas of concern are mostly borne from

remains strong despite tremendous

the changes in our daily work life. Over

economic and social upheaval. Survey

90% of respondents indicated that they

respondents report unemployment rates

now work from home. This represents a

of around 5%, a rate that remains below

massive shift for our industry which only

general unemployment rates of 7 to 9%

saw 15% of respondents working from

for most countries in the survey. While as

home before the start of the pandemic.

many as 15% of respondents are
uncertain of their future compared to 6%
pre-pandemic, almost 90% of
respondents have reported no change in
income or even increases in income over

Only slightly more than half of the

the course of the pandemic.

respondents indicated that they preferred

Finally, more than two-thirds of all
respondents indicate that important
transformational initiatives to improve the
development and delivery of technical
content continue unabated by the
economic downturn.

working from home while one in five
want to return to their workplace. Despite
the environmental, economic, and health
and safety benefits of working from
home, many technical documentation
professionals appear to be frustrated
with working conditions and miss the
Article continues on the next page
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A healthy outlook for the
technical documentation industry
Continued from previous page

social aspects of the workplace.
At the time of the survey, more than half
of respondents had no clear idea of when
they might expect to return to the
workplace.

all respondents reported that they found
their workplace collaboration platforms
worked well for them and contributed to
improved productivity.
Despite these disruptions, many

Only slightly more than half of the

documentation teams are trending

respondents indicated that they preferred

towards better process maturity with

working from home while one in five

nearly half of all respondents working in

wanted to return to their workplaces.

centralized tech comm functions leading

Adding to the increased frustration, 40%
of respondents indicated that they are
working more hours now than they were
before the start of the pandemic.
Two-thirds of respondents indicated that
they spent considerable time in online
meetings, often with back-to-back
meetings most days. Fewer than half of

towards better governance and more
effective collaboration. Two-thirds of
respondents report that their company is
supporting multiple languages with its
documentation and driving return on
investment for technical communication
functions. A surprising two-thirds of
respondents indicated that their
departments are examining new tools
Article continues on the next page
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Predictions for the year
ahead and beyond
Continued from previous page

and processes to improve content

Customer experience continues to reign,

production.

ringing loudly in the ears of executives.

Naturally, most businesses found
themselves unprepared for the
disruption resulting from the pandemic.
IT teams worked to get colleagues set

The businesses set to ourish postpandemic are those that invested in
shoring up their digital workforce in
preparation for coming disruptions.

up to work from home, but many

Life changed for everyone in early 2020,

struggled to maintain network

and it will change again when we

infrastructures that were not designed to

emerge from the crisis. Businesses will

operate outside corporate walls.

be challenged by changes in consumer

Businesses with a reliable workforce that
had previously invested in moving

behaviors but may also face a ight of
sta looking for better opportunities.

toward digital workplaces fared much

Colleagues frustrated by their work-

better than those that ignored the pre-

from-home setup will seek greener

pandemic advice of experts to transform

pastures, where employers are better

how they did business.

prepared to meet the needs of the digital

As we emerge from the pandemic
lockdowns, we can expect to see these
leaders in the technical documentation
sector quickly eclipse the laggards.

workforce. Fewer college grads will put
increased pressures on businesses to
meet the needs resulting from the
economic boom.

Most large digital projects this past year

To feed our workforce, we need more

focused on pivoting a company’s digital

than better tech and 5G networks: we

strategy and moving away from

need timely, accurate content about our

traditional retail models to go direct to

products. Survey data indicates that we

consumers. We’ve seen initiatives to

are not an endangered species. Instead,

modernize logistics and ful llment to

we’re critical to business success and

deliver products to market and stay

should be expected to be part of the

ahead of interruptions to supply chains.

solution to the disruption heading our
way.
— Rob Hanna
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This report summarizes

comm teams work, the kinds of content

the ndings of our annual

they create, and the ways in which they

survey of technical

are organized. We sought answers to

documentation pros. We

questions about beliefs, fears, and

collected feedback using

expectations.

a multiple choice, non-scienti c survey,

We asked questions about how tech

We asked about the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the amount of
work they perform, where they
perform it, and how the pandemic has
impacted their earnings and
con dence in job security.

The respondents

it takes to provide product content in

Over 850 respondents from three dozen

multiple formats, especially at scale. The

conducted online during 2020 and
augmented with followup telephone
interviews with select respondents in
early 2021.

countries participated in the survey, with

eld continues to evolve.

the greatest number (60%) working for
rms headquartered in the US.

While some companies continue to refer
to their sta as technical writers or

68% of respondents identify as

technical writing specialists, other

individual contributors (writers, editors,

companies have expanded their job

information developers), 23% as

family names and descriptions to

managers (tech pubs, project,

include more of the specializing roles.

terminology, project), and 7% are
managers of managers, directors, and

We see titles such as IA, UX writer, API

vice presidents. Others serve as

Docs writer, content strategist, and

information architects (IAs), user

content designer, more often than in

experience (UX) designers, taxonomists,

years past, perhaps as a nod to the fact

content strategists, and other tech

that writing is not the only skill needed

comm-related roles. The variety of roles

to produce product content for today’s

underscores an understanding by

consumers, optimized for the machines

technical communication teams of what

used to process and deliver it.
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About the report
and the respondents

Team sizes, organizational models,
industries and audiences served
Team sizes vary

Serving a variety of industries

The majority of respondents (68%) work

Respondents work in industries of all

as members of teams with fewer than 10

sizes and across many vertical markets.

technical documentation sta . The most

Most often they serve organizations in

common team size amongst those we

the manufacturing, high-tech, and life

surveyed is 32.

sciences industries, with respectable

Teams working for companies in heavily
regulated industries often have
considerably larger sta than those
working in other sectors. One percent of

numbers working in the energy sector,
security, nance, ecommerce,
telecommunications, transportation,
consumer electronics, and healthcare.

respondents nd themselves members

Serving businesses and consumers

of teams of a thousand or more

There’s a healthy number of technical

technical documentation sta .

communication shops — 41% — that

8.5% of respondents work solo —lone

create product content for both

technical documentation pros who wear

business-to-consumer (B2C) and

many hats.

business-to-business (B2B) purposes.

Teams are more often centralized

A relatively small number of respondents

61% of respondents say they work in a

crafting B2C product content that serves

centralized technical documentation

the needs of end-users of their

team, meaning that everyone reports to

company’s products, while 37% create

the same organization. 37% of

content primarily to support B2B

respondents are members of distributed

relationships.

teams, meaning that they have multiple
teams of technical communicators
reporting to multiple or di erent
organizations.

(13%) focus their e orts solely on

Seven percent of respondents focus
primarily on creating content for internal
audiences within their own organization.
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Languages supported, types
of content produced
Nearly two-thirds of technical communication
shops translate their technical product content
Translation of technical product

30% of companies that create

documentation is becoming more

multilingual information make their

common. In our 2018 survey, only 57%

content available in as many as ve

of those surveyed translated technical

languages. 10% translate content into

documentation content. Today, 65%

as many as ten languages.

deliver technical product documentation
products in multiple languages.

30% of tech comm shops we surveyed
do not o er translated versions of the

20% of companies that translate

product content they create. This

technical content produce it in twenty or

number has been dropping every year

more languages.

we have conducted this survey.

API Docs steady, walkthroughs rise, PDF is still king
Imprisoning documentation in PDF les

Maintaining momentum from our 2018

introduces challenges. PDFs are not

survey, 60% of teams today are

neither responsive nor are they mobile-

documenting application programming

friendly. They take multiple steps to

interfaces (APIs) — and their digital

open. You can’t derive meaningful

cousins — software development kits

intelligence about their usage. And, they

(SDKs).

do not provide an easy way to connect
to the information contained in them.

Deliverables with slow (but steady)
growth are product walkthroughs and

Despite these drawbacks, PDF les are

augmented reality. Today, 24% of

the most commonly produced format of

technical communication teams create

technical documentation. 82% of tech

walkthroughs, up from 14% in 2018.

doc teams we surveyed deliver product

12% of technical documentation teams

information in PDF. Those same teams

today deliver augmented reality-based

also produce content in HTML (77%)

content, up from 7% in our 2018 survey.

served up as online help (70%).
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Optimizing documentation
content to improve findability
Structured data opens up new opportunities for
organic traffic and improved customer experiences
Tech doc teams are optimizing their

determines is likely to be the most

content so Google can repurpose that

authoritative and relevant answer to a

information in containers published on

search query. Google spotlights answers

high-visibility sections of search engine

in a di cult-to-overlook position on the

results pages (SERPs).

SERP, sometimes above both the top

Google has over a dozen containers into
which it pulls content on SERPs, two of

organic search results and paid
placements.

which savvy tech comm shops are

Optimizing your content so it can be

attempting to leverage. The featured

displayed by Google as a featured

snippet container is the rst and

snippet provides increased visibility and

perhaps most desirable section of a

promotes higher click-through rates than

search engine results page (see below).

organic search results.

Featured snippets answer a question

While there is no guarantee that your

about a product or service. They extract

content will be featured, SEO gurus say

answers from your content (text or

there are things you can do to increase

video) that the Google algorithm

the likelihood your content is featured.

An answer pulled from Cognite documentation and displayed as a SERP featured snippet .
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Continued from previous page

Increasing the likelihood that answers to questions
about your products will be featured by Google
1. Create descriptive page titles and
ensure that pages include that title in
the <title> tag.
2. Create a frequently asked
questions page and optimize the
content so that Google can
understand its relevancy and serve it
up as a featured result on SERPs.
3. Mark up your question and answer
pairs with the FAQ Structured Data
schema. If your site allows visitors to
submit answers to questions about
your products and services, make
sure to mark up that content using
QAPage schema.
4. Mine the knowledge that exists in
your customer support center. They
can help you identify the questions
for which your customers are seeking
answers.
5. Use a tool like Moz Pro’s Keyword
Explorer to understand how search
engines view the content you publish
on your site and discover what you
can do to improve your chances of
being featured on SERPs.
Setting expectations:
Google says to allow time for recrawling and re-indexing. It may take
several days after publishing a page for
Google to nd and crawl it.
Additionally, there are some limitations
to be aware of. Some features aren’t yet
available to all and some are (for now)
limited to English language content.

fi
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featured snippets

Why should you invest
in marking up frequently
asked questions with
structured data?

“When we
recognize that a
query asks a
question, we
programmatically
detect pages that
answer the user’s
question and
display a top result
as a featured
snippet in the
search results.”
Source:
“Featured snippets and your website”

Optimizing video documentation
for search engine results pages
Making answers about your products easy for
customers to find, access, and consume
In 2017, only 11% of tech comm shops
created video documentation. In 2020,
that number rose to 64%. That increase
is likely because video content is sought
after — and preferred — by some
consumers. As a result, tech comm
teams are optimizing video docs so that
Google can serve up video answers to
questions about their products on
search engine results pages (SERPs).
These types of searches, known as
zero-click searches, increasingly result in
the presentation of video answers on the
search engine results page itself. Google
spotlights video documentation in the
results presented to the searcher, often
above both the top organic search
results and paid placements.
In 2020, according to SEO expert, Rand
Fishkin, roughly 65% of Google
searches ended on SERPs, eliminating
the need for searchers to click through
to another digital property (like your
website or knowledge center) to view
the answer.
Optimizing video content so it stands a
chance at being displayed as a featured
snippet brings bene ts like more
visibility and higher click-through rates.
Of the companies that participated in
our survey, only 5% appear to be
investing in optimizing documentation
content so that Google can nd it and
surface it up on search engine results
pages.

Advice from Google Developers:
Marking up your content with HowTo
structured data allows you to enjoy
several video search enhancements:
1. Key moments: Help users quickly navigate
using explicit timestamped steps in video
documentation.
2. Video carousel: Enable users to explore
your video documentation gallery pages by
adding ItemList structured data.

How — or if — your video documentation
is selected to be featured on the SERP
depends on the information you provide
to Google about your video.

To increase your odds:
1. Tag your video content <video>.
2. Accompany your video documentation
with a video sitemap.
3. Do not gate your video documentation
(force users to provide contact
information nor login in order to consume
the content).
4. Ensure the video documentation is
relevant to other content on the page.
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Efforts continue to tackle common
documentation team challenges

2021
Not unlike workers in other in dev

production have not been adversely

disciplines, technical documentation

a ected by the spread of the novel

pros were thrust into an everyone works-

coronavirus. This trend aligns with

from-home model in 2020. As a result of

research from McKinsey that found

the COVID-19 pandemic, 94% of survey

executive support for funding digital

respondents around the globe have

initiatives has increased more than

been forced to work remotely.

anything else.

That’s an astonishingly high number

Although the pandemic hasn’t brought

when one considers that only 15% of

about the widespread tightening of

tech comm pros were working remotely

organizational pursestrings — nor the

prior to the global COVID-19 outbreak.

postponement of non-essential projects
— there are some common challenges

While the pandemic set in motion
challenges that might be expected to
negatively impact digital transformation
projects, the overwhelming majority of

facing technical documentation teams of
all shapes, sizes, and organizational
models in nearly every industry sector.

tech doc shops (69%) say that their

You’ll nd a short list of common

plans for improving content

challenges reported by managers below.

Technical documentation management challenges
Collaboration
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Analytics

• Developing effective
collaborative authoring
processes and
guidelines

• Determining what
metrics to track and
how to best measure
them

• Selecting an easy-touse and quick-to-adopt
collaborative authoring
platform

• Accessing an easy-touse and easy-to-share
dashboard of content
performance metrics

• Providing appropriate
collaborative authoring
training and support

• Developing the
capability to measure
content performance

Strategy
• Adopting formal content
strategies for content
reuse, terminology
management,
taxonomy, and
multichannel delivery
• Developing practical
governance strategies
• Adopting a search
engine optimization
strategy that makes
content easier to find

Multitasking: The myth
killing your productivity
32% of survey respondents believe that
they are most productive when they
multitask, while almost twice that (nearly
60%) believe the opposite.
Recent neuropsychology research
suggests that the idea of multitasking is
a myth, and that attempting to multitask
actually reduces e ciency by almost
40% and can actually impair cognitive
ability.
The brain works most e ciently on a
single task over a longer period of time.
Why, then, do we like the idea of
multitasking?
Given our interconnectedness by
messaging systems (telephone calls,
email, SMS, group chat), we apparently
like the idea that we can reach people at
any time and in any location by just ring
o an inquiry. But do we have to have it
on all the time? (Nope. This is why.)
Those who turn o distractions
(especially app noti cations and email)
for scheduled work time are more
productive because they’re not
multitasking but instead are
multiplexing.
Multiplexing is the act of performing
tasks that reinforce each other. Experts
suggest we can avoid distraction by
multiplexing rather than multitasking.
Technical communication teams we
surveyed often use a messaging
platform like Slack to pass messages
and ask questions. It’s quicker than
sending email, especially if you know

that the other person is not looking at
email but is available via messaging. In
that sense, it’s not surprising that 48%
of those with a messaging system say
they believe it makes them more
productive, while nearly 20% do not.
Recent research indicates that many
people who use messaging apps are
likely to be more distracted and less
productive when they use these tools.
Perhaps messaging apps add to
productivity during certain tasks, but
may be detrimental to others, like
focusing while writing.
____________________________________
Advice from University of Southern
California researchers:
The next time you nd yourself in a
meeting, trying to juggle listening to your
boss while attempting to manage your
Slack to-do list, know that little
information will be stored in your brain
from either tasks when all is said and
done.
Set your status and availability — Help
yourself focus by setting your Slack (or
other messaging app) preferences to
minimize interruptions.
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Belief in learning styles myth may
negatively impact content decisions
90% of those we surveyed believe they have a learning
style, meaning that they (and others) believe they learn
better or faster using one learning mode vs. another
The learning styles myth asserts that
people learn best when the information
presented to them aligns with their
visual, auditory, or kinesthetic learning
style. Some people view learning styles
as an inheritable trait that a ects their
brain function.
It’s a widely-believed myth that is
repeated as fact by educators,
the media, and members of the Society
for Technical Communication.
Entrepreneurs have created an industry
dedicated to selling learning style
products and services and creating a
healthy market for certi cations and
training in the use of learning styles at
work.
What’s the problem with this belief?
There’s no evidence that providing
instruction that aligns with a person’s
self-declared learning style positively
impacts their ability to learn new
information. Actually, neuroscience
research proves that there are no such
bene ts. And, according to the
American Psychological Association,
belief in this myth can be detrimental.
In 2019, researchers from the University
of Michigan, writing in the Journal of
Educational Psychology, described
learning styles as “one of the most
pervasive misconceptions about
cognition.”
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Recent learning theory suggests that we
learn best by combining the use of
di erent senses and di erent modes.
Learning styles and technical
documentation professionals
The least common learning style
reported by tech writers is listening.
Only 4% of respondents say they
believe they learn best by listening
(auditory learning). In comparison, nearly
40% of technical communication pros
say they learn best when touching and
doing (kinesthetic learning), which is the
highest single response.
21% of respondents say they learn best
by seeing pictures, videos, diagrams
(visual learning), while nearly a third
(30%) say they learn best by reading
and writing (visual learning).
Together, those who believe they learn
best by seeing and those who think they
learn best by reading and writing
represent a little over half (51%) of all
respondents. The results are perhaps
unsurprising from professionals whose
jobs involve conveying
ideas, primarily using
text, videos, pictures,
and diagrams.

Audio content offers new technical
documentation opportunities
Optimizing technical documentation
content to meet audio consumers'
needs requires understanding consumer
behavior, especially how and why
consumers search for answers to
questions. The market for audio content
represents an enormous opportunity for
technical documentation teams.

integrating voice search and audio
messaging capabilities.

Deloitte says the global audiobook and
podcasting markets are growing far
faster than the international media and
entertainment market.

The Developer Relations Team
at TomTom International produces
podcasts by converting a series of live
video documentation broadcasts the
company makes available via its Twitch
TV channel. The content aims to guide
users through implementing application
programming interfaces and software
development kits.

The global market for voice-enabled
technology is also hot, with the
widespread adoption of voice assistants
spreading.
More than 55% of US adults own either
a smart home device or smart speaker,
with 72% increasingly integrating them
into their daily routines. According to
Nielsen, average US consumers spend
12 hours a day interacting with media.
Voice search is now part of the Google
Chrome browser. It's also native on
Apple desktop and laptop computers,
tablets, smartphones, smartwatches,
and smart home devices. Increasingly, a
wide variety of physical products —
from appliances to automobiles — are

Listening is a passive activity. We
spend more time listening than we do in
other communication types, yet only
3% of technical communication
teams are creating audio content.

Promising strategies in use in some
innovation-friendly technical
documentation teams include converting
text-based content into audio content.
These innovative tech doc shops use
print-to-audio conversion technologies
to provide consumers with audio
versions of their text-based product
content. The text-to-mp3 app from
Xerox delivers the instant capability to
generate audio les from both hard-copy
and digital documents on demand.
Likewise, some technical publications
teams convert text-based training and
product documentation into video
training and video documentation using
text-to-media conversion technologies
from boutique software companies
like txtomedia and Videate.
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Working from home: The next
frontier in technical documentation

The adoption of collaborative
technologies is accelerating due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, with the majority
of technical documentation teams
shifting to remote work on short notice
in early 2020. In general, this has worked
better than expected.
Before the pandemic, many rms began
adapting their organizations to become
more agile and collaborative,
improvements designed to provide their
customers with easy-to-access digital
touchpoints for sales information,
training, and service and support
content.
Technical documentation is — for the
most part — relatively una ected by the
economic downturn resulting from the
pandemic. The COVID-19 emergency
created more work (42% report having
to work longer hours due to the changes
caused by the pandemic) and
accelerated adoption of collaborative
technologies like Zoom video
conferencing.
Zoom fatigue is a phenomenon that
occurs when workers participate in
virtual meetings, especially if they spend
a signi cant portion of their workday on
camera. 67% of tech doc pros surveyed
say they use videoconferencing services
"too much" or "a lot," indicating they're
primarily in back-to-back meetings all
day. In comparison, 8% say the amount
of time spent on camera is simply
"overwhelming."
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Being on-screen for long periods
is unusually draining and is not suitable
for productivity, Stanford University
researchers say.
Despite Zoom fatigue's propensity,
businesses and consumers are changing
their views on collaborative technologies
like videoconferencing.
In a recent survey, Bain and Company
found that 60% of companies using
videoconferencing today plan to use it
"just as much" or "more" after the
pandemic ends. Most consumers
anticipate continuing their increased use
of collaborative tools, they add—from
banking online and grocery delivery to
video and collaboration tools—even
after pandemic restrictions are lifted.
Researchers at Global Workplace
Analytics say they expect 25-30% of the
workforce to work from home on a
multiple-days-a-week basis by the end
of 2021.
We discovered that 54% of tech doc
pros surveyed would like to continue
working from home. 44% prefer a
combination of working from home and
working in the o ce. The rest don’t care
either way.
Prediction: The longer people are
required to work at home, the greater
the adoption of collaborative software
we will see when the dust from the
pandemic settles and the calm of normal
life returns.

